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Abstract. Predicting future sign of connections in a network is an important task for online 
systems such as social networks, e-commerce and other services. Several research studies have 

been presented since the early of this century to predict either the existence of a link in the 
future or the property of the link. In this study we present a new approach that combine both 

families by using machine learning techniques. Instead of focusing on the established links, we 
follow a new research approach that focusing on no-link relationship. We aim to understand the 

move between two states of no-link and link. We evaluate our methods in popular real-world 
signed networks datasets. We believe that the new approach by understanding the no-link 

relation has a lot of potential improvement in the future. 

Keywords: Signed Network · Machine learning · Link Prediction. 

1 Introduction	

Many real-world systems can be modelled by a signed-directed graph [17], such 
as connection graph between users on social networks like Facebook, citation 
graphs in scientific publication, recommendation graph in e-commerce, or the 
activities like view/like/dislike graphs on YouTube. 

In order to improve the quality of user experience in these systems and 
increase the traffic usage hence the revenue of the systems, the service providers 
usually provide a recommendation service to suggest users what service to use 
next. Definitely the recommendation engine should be able to understand the 
users to recommend the service that the user want to use or the item that the 
user want to buy. Besides the well-known collaborative filtering technique, 
another approach to look at the problem is to consider the recommendation as 
the link-attribute prediction problem [23], i.e. we would like to predict the 
property of the link between two nodes. For instance, in e-commerce systems 
like Amazon, if we consider buyers and items are nodes and connections 
between them are the rating scores the buyers give to the items, link-attribute 
prediction shares a same goal with collaborative filtering. 

In this study, we limit to the problem of link-sign prediction, i.e. we 
consider only two possible attributes of a link which are positive or negative 
[36]. We can think of positive links as a node (user on Facebook, buyer on 
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Amazon, viewer on YouTube) like another node, and negative links as dislike 
relation. If we can predict accurately the signs of the links, we can improve 
significantly the quality of the recommender systems [16]. 

The problem of link-sign prediction has attracted a lot of studies in the last 
two decades. However, the problem is divided into link-prediction and sign 
prediction separately. In this study we consider unifying the two problems into 
one single framework. 

2 Related	Works	

The problem of link-sign prediction is usually divided into the link-prediction 
problem [41] and the sign-prediction problem [35]. The link-predictor aims to 
predict the existence of the link in the future, given the non-existence of this 
link at present. The sign-predictor aims to predict the sign of a link in the future, 
given that the existence of the link is confirmed. The difference is visualized in 
Figure 1. 

 

Fig.1. (a) Link-prediction; and (b) Sign-prediction 

2.1 Link-Prediction	Problem	

Link-prediction can be roughly divided into proximity-based and learning-
based methods [40]. 

Proximity-based methods mostly rely on homophily theory [45] which states 
that similar users tend to connect to each other’s. The proximity metrics can be 
nodal proximity-based metrics [61] or structural proximity-based metrics [41]. 
The nodal-based proximity methods use the personal profile information of the 
nodes to design the proximity metric. For instance, the authors of [60] proposed 
to use demographics information such as age, education and occupation. In [58] 
the authors also used geographic information in physical space to estimate the 
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distances between two nodes in cyber-space. Several studies employed user 
activities on social networks such as keywords, hashtags or semantic of the 
content that the users share or view on social network to calculate their 
similarity [52, 44,64]. Among different metrics designed in different studies, 
cosine similarity is mostly used as the proximity metric [58,9,40]. Other popular 
distance metrics have been used in literature are KL-divergence [52] or 
Jaccard’s coefficient [51, 
50]. 

Structural-based methods do not rely on the individual information of the 
nodes but based on the topological information of the graph [41,21]. An early 
attempt is credited to [1] that defines the Adamic-Adar measure between node 
i and node j as: 

  (1) 

where Γi is the set of direct neighbors of the node i. The metric is inspired 
by the Erdos-Renyi model [5]. Both theoretical and empirical studies showed 
that the likelihood of a link depends on the the size of direct neighborhood of a 
node [46,41]. Other well-known structural-based measures that rely on 
neighborhood information are SimRank [32], Sorensen Index [54] or HP/HD 
Index [49]. 

Another kind of structural-based proximity is to rely not on the 
neighborhood information but on the connection between two nodes. The core 
idea is to calculate the distance between two nodes as the surrogate estimation 
of how close they are to each other, hence how likely that they will connect. 
One of very early approaches belongs to [33] as: 

 KZij = Xβk|path<ijk>| (2) 
k 

The core idea of Katz index [33] is to combine all connected paths between 
two nodes with associated weights as their corresponding length. The authors 
of [67] updated the Katz index to use local-path information. Other studies [26, 
57] modified the PageRank algorithm for the link-prediction problem. 
Recently, [62] added the interaction among paths, i.e. the authors consider the 
interaction between nodes that belong to different paths into consideration, to 
achieve a better prediction. [10] explored a very new and interesting aspect of 
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the network which is the uncertainty of the network topology, i.e. when we are 
not 100% sure if there is a link or no-link between two nodes. 

On the other hand, learning-based link-prediction methods build machine 
learning models to predict the probability that a link will be established in the 
future. In order to build the machine learning models, features needed to be 
extracted. The features might be similar to the similarity metrics described 
above, i.e. neighbor-based features such as common friends [6] or path-based 
features such as the shortest path between two nodes [42]. The most common 
algorithms are logistic regression [47] or SVM [3]. Most recently the authors 
of [65] proposed to use SVM classification method on Bhattacharyya kernel 
[31] for the task of link-prediction. 
2.2 Sign-Prediction	Problem	

In contrast to link-prediction problem where the problem is formed as 
predicting whether a link will be established in the future or not, the sign-
prediction problem tries to predict the attribute of the link, here positive or 
negative sign, given the existence of the link in the future [23]. 

Early attempts in sign-prediction used rule-based systems, such as “friends 
of friends are friends” and “friends of enemies are enemies” for prediction [23]. 
In order to speed up the calculation, the prediction is performed as matrix 
multiplication. The following studies turned the problem into a low-rank matrix 
factorization problem [43] as in the recommender systems. 

Starting with the work of [36,35], structural balance theory and social status 
theory are used to interpret the structure of the social graphs hence to predict 
the sign of the connections. We visualized two theories in Figure 2 and 3 [17, 
13]. Several studies have followed the work of [35] such as [11] by extending 
the cycle length or [27] by integrating the social theories into matrix 
factorization techniques. In the same direction, [34] focused on micro-structure 
of three users with bidirectional links and their similarities, for the sign 
prediction. 
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Fig.2. Visualization of structural balance theory [35]. Structural balance theory considers the 
triads (a) and (b) are balanced, while (c) and (d) are not. The weak balance theory considers (c) 
as balanced as well, regardless the direction. 

The authors [53] argued that, (i) even structural balance theory and social 
status theory played an important role in existing research studies on link sign 
prediction, they are not scalable up to the size of the modern networks, and (ii) 
a fully observed network is usually not available in practice. They develop 
Bayesian node features based on partially observed networks and used a logistic 
regression classifier for link sign prediction. However, the obtained 
performance is weak compared to other recent studies. 

Graph embedding techniques attracted a lot of attention recently [22,59, 28]. 
Many graph embedding research studies are inspired by word embedding 
techniques [48] as they share a similar goal. The authors of [17] combined word 
embedding technique, random walk and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) 
networks to utilize the time information of the network for sign-prediction. 

 

Fig.3. The sign of the dash line from C to A is inferred by their social status. Because 
 + + 
A → B and B → C, therefore hence the social status theory states that B > A and C > B, so C > 
A, leads to the prediction that the sign of line from C to A is negative. 

As pretrained models are more and more popular in natural language 
processing community and achieve a lot of success, transfer learning has been 
used in sign-prediction as well. This direction has a lot of potential usage as it 
does not require labelled data [66]. 

Most existing works in sign-prediction assumes the previous task which is 
link-prediction has been done, so they assume the existence of the link and 
focus only on the sign of the link. 
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3 Understanding	No-Link	

As we discussed in Section 2, the work of link-sign prediction is usually divided 
into two steps: link-prediction and sign-prediction [38]. Given that the 
performance of state-of-the-art link-prediction algorithms are far from perfect 
[40], it is not realistic to expect a high-accuracy prediction in sign-prediction if 
we consider the task link-sign prediction as an entire task. 

Given that the majority of a network should be no-link [17], it is important 
to understand the no-link relationship to achieve a higher-accuracy prediction. 
Hence we focus on the move from no-link into link between two nodes. We 
collected features based on sociology theories and other studies [38] such as 
Balance Theory [4], Status Theory [18], Reciprocity [20] or Frequent Subgraph 
[35]. We also derived features automatically through some graph embedding 
techniques such as DeepWalk [48], LINE [55] and node2vec [22]. We try to 
capture the semantic of the network just before a link is established. Our 
approach shares some similarities with the work of [39] as we combine both 
explicit and implicit features, but different from [39] we treated different links 
with different weights. Furthermore, in [39] the authors simply add two explicit 
and latent scores then solving an optimization problem, so they consider two 
sets of features as the same weight without any learning process. 

Regarding the no-link relations, we consider the time when a node decides 
to make a link to a particular other node but not other nodes. At this very point 
of time we consider that, it means the first node decides to not make a link to 
other nodes. We collected the same features but with label of no-link. 

Instead of treating the problem as the traditional classification problem [35, 
23,63,17] we convert the problem into the ranking problem. We use a state-
ofthe-art ranking algorithm implemented in XGBRanker version 1.0.0 1 which 
has just been released at the time of writing. In our opinion, this approach makes 
more sense as what we need to optimize in practice, such as in an e-commerce 
system, is the ranking metric, i.e. which item a user will most likely like, rather 
than a normal classification problem [38]. Indeed we can use the output of any 
classification problem as the ranking score but actually they are optimized for 
different purposes [37]. 

 
1	https://xgboost.readthedocs.io	
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4 Experiments	

4.1 Datasets	

We used well-known signed network datasets that have been used widely in the 
literature: Epinions, Slashdot and Wikipedia RfA [2,17,35,63]. They are 
realworld signed networks collected from e-commerce website (Epinions), 
sharing news website (Slashdot) or crowd-sourcing encyclopedia (Wikipedia). 
In these websites, users can form explicitly trust (positive) / distrust (negative) 
links to other users. The connections are provided with the established time that 
allow us to understand the history of the network. 

We display some basic statistics of the dataset in Table 1 [17]. 

Epinions Slashdot Wikipedia 
# of nodes 119 217 82 140 7 118 
# of edges 841 200 549 202 103 747 

fraction of edges 6e−5 8e−5 2e−3 
+ edges (%) 85.0 77.4 78.8 
− edges (%) 15.0 22.6 21.2 

largest WCC (%) 99.1 100 100 
average # of directed connection 590 327 418 

# of triads 13 375 407 1 508 105 790 532 
fraction of triads 1.35e−10 5.46e−11 4.25e−9 

Table 1. Basic statistics of datasets. WCC stands for weakly connected component 
[19]. 

The authors of [39] studied the change from no-link to link between two 
nodes given the they have common neighbors. The analysis is presented in 
Figure 4 for Epinions dataset. It is agreed between several recent studies [39,38] 
that the process of moving from no-link to link is really important. 

For each dataset, we divide the train/validation/test set according to the ratio 
of 60 : 20 : 20 by temporal order, i.e. we use 60% of the links that are 
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Fig.4. Changing ratio given the common neighbors between two nodes [39]. The X-axis 
represents the number of common neighbors in 15 months and the Y-axis represents the 
proportion of two nodes that actually formed a link. 

established first in each network as the training set, 20% of the links that are 
established next for the validation set, and 20% of the links that are established 
last for testing purpose. 

In order to avoid overfitting, we apply early stopping technique [8]. Other 
hyper-parameters are optimized by using Bayesian optimization [7]. 

4.2 Evaluation	Metric	

As the matter of fact, the network in general is extremely balanced: most of the 
potential links do not exist. As we present in Table 1, there is around only less 
than 0.1% of the potential links in the network, i.e. a connection that might be 
exist between any two nodes, is actually established in a network. It is 
understandable because usually a typical person can only make a few 
connections, and even if the degree of a node is thousands it is still a very small 
number compared to billions of nodes in modern networks like Facebook. 

Definitely some popular metrics which are sensitive to the imbalanced 
dataset such as accuracy score or even F-score are not usable to evaluate link 
prediction problem [30]. AUC is used more widely [17] but the AUC is 
designed only for a binary classification problem [29]. In this paper we will use 
a more generalized AUC metric designed by [25] which has been adapted in 
multi-class classification problem [14,15]. 

The generalized AUC [25] is defined as follows. Assume that there is a 
multiclass classification problem with c > 2 classes, notated as 0, 1, ..., c−1. We 
define Aˆ(i|j) as the probability that a randomly drawn member of class j will 
have a lower estimated probability of belonging to class i than a random 
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member of class i. We define Aˆ(i,j) = [Aˆ(i|j) + Aˆ(j|i)]/2. We calculate the value 
of AUC as: 

  (3) 

The generalized AUC is chosen because it is based on the same principle of 
measuring the ranking order as in typical AUC [12]. Similar to typical AUC, 
the generalized AUC ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, higher is better. 

4.3 Experimental	Results	

We compare our method with several other baseline methods, such as multi-
class classification [17]. We note that it is our method is not comparable to 
existing works because it focuses on both link-prediction and sign-prediction at 
the same time. 

Here, we consider the problem of predicting at a given point of time, given 
that there is no link between node A and node B, which action will be performed 
by node A: (i) establish a positive link, or (ii) establish a negative link, or (iii) 
do not establish a link. 

Methods Epinions Slashdot Wikipedia 
Classification  0.72 0.74 0.77 

Ranking  0.74 0.75 0.79 
Table 2. Generalized AUC of our method in different datasets. 

The result is presented in Table 2. We notice that in general the ranking 
approach achieve a better performance, which is confirmed by other research 
studies [24] as the AUC by its nature is optimized by a ranking method. 

Similar to other link-prediction [35] or sign-prediction work [17], both 
methods perform best in Wikipedia dataset. The reason might be the topological 
structure of Wikipedia that is much more dense than other networks, but we let 
it be an open question for further research works. 

5 Conclusions	

In this study we presented our work on link-sign prediction in signed networks. 
Together with the preliminary work of [38], they are very first working in 
considering link-prediction and sign-prediction into one problem. By 
combining the problems, we eliminate the accumulated error over multiple 
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prediction steps. We note that the approach presented in this paper is a 
topological-based approach [56], i.e. we only rely on the features that can be 
derived from the topology of the network and we do not use any personal 
information of node such as gender or activity history. 

In the future research we plan to incorporate more temporal features as 
described in [17]. We believe that by understanding the movement from no-link 
to a link in a network we will gain more insights of the link-sign prediction 
problem. In other words, we would like to know what bring a node to a very 
precise point of time before he or she decide to form a link or not, not only just 
before a connection is made. Another interesting research direction is to predict 
the time when a link is made rather than considering this time as a given input. 
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